. Molar extinction coefficients of the pure Z-HTI (black) and E-HTI (red) in methanol solution. Figure S9b . Timing sequence used for the Z  E and E  Z photoisomerization and the subsequent acquisition of He-IRPD spectra at 3 Kelvin ( Figure 4 and Figure S10 , red trace). Figure 3 ). This suggests that transitions of bare Z-HTI possess some charge transfer character. The betaine's carboxylate moiety most likely binds to the positively charged trimethylammonium group of HTI. This causes the positive charge to move away from the central C=C bond towards the stilbene part bearing the positively charged trimethylammonium group. Resulting changes in the electron density eventually lead to the blue-shift in the spectra. We then studied the E  Z photoswitching of betaine complexes. Figure 12a depicts the He-IRPD spectra of the Z (blue trace) and E betaine complexes (red trace). The Z betaine complex features two strong bands at 1666 and 1713 cm -1 . According to DFT calculations, both bands correspond to the carbonyl stretches of the betaine and HTI moiety, respectively. The spectrum of E isomer has an intense band at 1662 cm -1 and virtually no absorption at 1713 cm -1 . Two carbonyl stretches of the E complex should lie close to each other according to DFT, and this is the reason why these bands overlap in the experiment. We note that during the course of our calculations, we considered only the betaine complex in which is the betaines' carboxylate group coordinated to the positively charged trimethylammonium group of HTI.
Betaine complexes
Unfortunately, we did not see any E  Z photoswitching to occur when we irradiated [E-HTI.betaine] + complexes in the ion trap at 3 K with 490 nm light. We chose this wavelength, because it is an absorption maximum (see He-visPD spectrum in Figure S11 ) and the other isomer does not absorb in this region. The IRPD spectrum of ions subjected to 490 nm light is almost the same as the spectrum of non-irradiated ions ( Figure S12 , black vs. red trace), with no increased absorption at 1713 cm -1 . Note on the selection of the theoretical methods.
Typically, B3LYP functional provides very good IR spectra for optimized ions/molecules and therefore it is the most often used functional in this field. Nevertheless, in the case of HTI compounds, the optimization using the B3LYP often did not fully converge to minima (one small imaginary frequency was still present). Hence, the geometries and energies of the ground/excited state could be wrong. Therefore, we used the M06L functional, which in our experience also provides good results. We did not encounter any convergence issues using this functional. Further, for optimization of excited states we used a brokensymmetry approach to get the geometries of excited states, because the alternative TD-DFT method often provides unreliable optimized geometries of the excited states.
XYZ Coordinates of Calculated Structures
The format of individual records is following: number_of_atoms NAME method/basis_set charge multiplicity electronic_energy(Hartree) ZPE_correction (Hartree) number_of_imaginary_frequencies atom1 x y z atom2 x y z ... 
